This is the study of game comparison in combinatorial game spaces, and their sub-spaces, called universes of games. The concept of a combinatorial game space allows for a general framework, which includes many standard classes of terminating games. In an absolute universe, it is shown that the comparison of two games need only include followers of the two and atomic games instead of all games. This leads to a constructive game comparison for studied absolute universes (e.g. Milnor, Conway, Ettinger, Siegel, Milley and Renault). On the way, we introduce the dicot kernel of a game space, and show how to construct infinitely many absolute universes, by extending specifically the misère kernel.
Introduction
A combinatorial game is a perfect information game (without dice and hidden cards) such as Chess, Mancala and Go. There are two players, and the game is represented by a finite game tree, with the root as the starting position and two types of edges representing each player's move options. Information about the outcome of a game is given at the terminal level of the leaves. Standard conventions are scoring-play, where the player with the greatest score wins (or the game is a tie); in normal-play the first player who cannot move loses, and in misère-play this player would win. Independent of the winning convention, the game may have other restrictions: for example dicot games in which either both players have a move or the game is over, impartial games in which both players have the same moves, and dead-end games in which if a player has no move then there is no sequence of moves by the opponent that gives her a move.
The players alternate in moving. However, many combinatorial games break up into components and, to move, a player must choose exactly one of them and play in it. This is the disjunctive sum of games, written G + H, and, together with a partially ordered outcome function, it forms a context for an abstract comparison of games. Strategically, a player prefers G to H if for all games X in a given class-which could be a disjunctive sum itself-if this player always does at least as well if not better in G + X than in H + X. Each different winning convention, possibly coupled with other constraints, gives a different partial order of games. This area is sometimes called additive combinatorial game theory which distinguishes it from the Maker-Maker and Maker-Breaker games, such as Hex.
A convention, in the comparison of games, is that exactly one of the players prefers those games of larger value. Specifically, one of the most beautiful discoveries of normal-play combinatorial game theory [2] is that this 'maximizing' player wins playing second in the game G if and only if G ≥ 0. Since normal-play games constitute a group structure, this leads to a constructive general game comparison; specifically, G ≥ H if and only if this player wins the game G − H playing second. In other universes of games, such as scoring or misère, in general, we only have a partially ordered monoid structure, so we cannot use the 'inverse' of any game freely. It is sometimes argued that game comparison under the normal-play convention is a lucky special case and that, for other monoids of combinatorial games, the existential condition "for all X" may be hard to simplify, although lately progress have been achieved in particular classes of misère-play [3, 13] . Here, we axiomatize to a class of absolute universes, and prove that each universe in this class has similar explicit conditions to determine if G H. Such a universe must satisfy standard properties such as closure under followers, sums, and 'inverses', and also the less studied property of parental: given any two non-empty lists of games, then the game, where one player can move to any game in the first list and the opponent to any game in the second, is also in this universe. One more property is needed, denseness, which essentially requires the universe to be rich from a strategic standpoint, in that the same player does not benefit in every disjunctive sum.
We develop the machinery to show that testing whether G H depends only on G and H and the underlying universe U. There are two conditions to be checked in our main result (Theorem 21). Firstly, in the Proviso, we consider whether G is better than H in a disjunctive sum with, what would be in normal-play, integers, and secondly, in the Common Normal Part, if the second player can maintain the inequality whilst playing out the game. The Proviso simplifies considerably in each studied universe, whereas the Common Normal Part remains the same as in normal-play (hence the name). Along the way we also show that G H implies that G ≥ H under the normal-play convention, and give conditions for when normal-play can be order-embedded in U. We also demonstrate that there are infinitely many parental universes of games in any standard combinatorial game space, and we give explicit constructions.
Main results in the literature on game comparison [4] , [12, Theorem 5.3] and [3, Theorem 3.8] (see also [6, 7] ) are consequences of this general framework, and it brings forward ideas for further work, such as a proposed categorical structure [6] , canonical forms and conjugate property (see for example [7] ).
Exposition and taxonomies in game comparison
In Section 2 we define the concepts in absolute combinatorial game theory, and we define order in universes at a superordinate level (of taxonomies). In Section 3, we study game comparison in absolute universes, and use that a certain Proviso, involving only atomic distinguishing games, carries the differing aspects of such universes-thus this section deals with a basic taxonomic level. In Section 4, we discuss the translation of proviso in some familiar universes of games, which corresponds to a subordinate and effective level of game comparison, and Section 5 studies parental extensions of (the kernel of) a universe.
Combinatorial Game Spaces
As mentioned in the introduction, combinatorial games have two players, usually called Left (female) and Right (male 4 ) who move alternately. Both players have perfect information, and there are no chance devices. Thus these are games of pure strategy with no hidden information and no randomness. The games are commonly represented by a rooted (finite or infinite) tree, with two types of edges (Left and Right), called the 'game tree'. The nodes are positions that can be reached during the play of the game, the edges represent the possible moves, and the root is the present position. The rank 4 After Louise and Richard Guy of a game is the depth of the game tree (see also Definition 1). The children of a node are all the positions that can be reached in one move and these are called the options. We distinguish between the left-options, those positions that Left can reach in one move, and the right-options, denoted by G L and G R respectively. Any game G can be represented by two such lists and we
Here we restrict attention to those game trees for which each position has a finite number of options and where the rank is finite (sometimes called short combinatorial games). Thus, G can be expanded in terms of elements of its terminal positions (those positions with an empty set of options). This gives the common proof technique 'induction on the options' since the depth of the game tree of an option is at least one less than that of the original position.
For the purposes of this paper, each terminal option will have an associated 'score'. This 'score' will also depend on whose turn it is to move. To make this formal, let A = (A, +) be a totally ordered, additive abelian group. A terminal position will be of the form ∅ ℓ | ∅ r where ℓ, r ∈ A. The intuition, adapted from scoring game theory, is that, if Left is to move, then the game is finished, and the 'score' is ℓ, and similarly for Right, where the 'score' would be r. In general, if G is a game with no Left options then we write G L = ∅ ℓ for some ℓ ∈ A and if Right has no options then we write G R = ∅ r for some r ∈ A. 5 We refer to ∅ a as an atom and a ∈ A as the adorn. Positions in which Left (Right) does not have a move are called left (right) atomic. A purely atomic position is both left and right atomic. It is useful to identify a = ∅ a | ∅ a for any a ∈ A. For example, 0 = ∅ 0 | ∅ 0 where 0 is the identity of A. Definition 1. Let A be a totally ordered abelian group and let Ω 0 = { ∅ ℓ | ∅ r | ℓ, r ∈ A}. For n > 0, the set Ω n is the set of all games with finite sets of options in Ω n−1 , including games which are left and/or right atomic, and the set of games of rank n is Ω n \ Ω n−1 . Let Ω = ∪ n≥0 Ω n . Then Ω = (Ω, A) is a free space of games.
In normal-and misère-play the rank of a game is sometimes called the birthday, (see [2, 1] ).
Many combinatorial games decompose into independent sub-positions as play progresses. A player must choose exactly one of these sub-positions and play in it. This is known as the disjunctive sum. We give the explicit definition in terms of the adorns. Here, and elsewhere, an expression of the type G L + H denotes the list of games of the form
Definition 2. Consider a totally ordered abelian group A and G, H ∈ (Ω, A), a free space. The disjunctive sum of G and H is given by:
and at least one of G R and H R is not atomic;
and at least one of G L and H L is not atomic;
Note that if G, H ∈ (Ω, A), a free space, then, by Definition 2, G + H ∈ (Ω, A). 6 Thus, if our structure is associative, then it is a commutative semigroup. The proof of these facts is analogous to that given for Guaranteed scoring games [7, Theorem 7, page 6] ; in fact, commutativity is easy to see by Definition 2, since A is abelian.
Even with only this amount of structure, there are results. The game 0 = ∅ 0 | ∅ 0 ∈ (Ω, A) for any A. It should be the case that G + 0 and G are identical (we write G ≡ H if G and H are identical, that is their literal forms have the same options), since 0 represents the empty game-there are no moves possible and a 'score' of 0 regardless of whose turn it is. We prove it to give an example of 'induction on options', and also to establish the neutral element of our structure so that the semigroup is in fact a monoid.
all by the definition of disjunctive sum. By induction, we have that G L + 0 is identical to G L and also G R + 0 and G R . Therefore G and G + 0 are identical.
In Section 2.4 we show that this monoid is partially-ordered. The conjugate of a game denotes another game where the only difference is that Left and Right have 'switched roles'.
By the recursive definition of the free space (Ω, A), each combinatorial game space is closed under conjugation. In normal-play, the games form an ordered group and each game G has an additive inverse, appropriately called
However, there are other spaces of games, for example scoring and misère games, where ↔ G is not necessarily −G (see [8] ). Once the game has finished with a 'score' a ∈ A, a totally ordered set S, gives the result via two order preserving maps ν L , ν R : A → S, for when Left, respectively Right, cannot move; if Left is to move in a Left-atomic game with adorn ℓ ∈ A, then the result is ν L (ℓ), and similarly for Right. These maps will be extended to outcome functions of any game in Definition 7.
Definition 5. A combinatorial game space Ω is the commutative monoid ((Ω, A), +), together with a totally ordered set S and two order preserving evaluation maps ν L : A → S and ν R : A → S,
where '+' is the disjunctive sum over the free space (Ω, A).
If a, b ∈ S with a > b, the standard convention is that Left prefers a and Right prefers b.
1. Normal-play corresponds to: (i) the trivial group A = {0} and the set
2. Misère-play corresponds to: (i) the trivial group A = {0} and the set
3.
Scoring-play corresponds to the adorns being the group of real numbers, with its natural order and addition, and S = A = R, and where ν is the identity map.
It is easy to imagine scoring-play games that do not satisfy our axioms. For example, let A = {0, 1, 2} where addition is modulo 3; S = {−1, 0, +1} and ν(0) = 0, ν(1) = +1, and ν(2) = −1. (For example, the players score points during play of some board game, but the outcome depends on the resulting score modulo 3.)
Universes of games
Many results in the literature concern strictly smaller structures than a free space. In scoring-play the classical examples are Milnor's and Hanner's nonnegative incentive games [10] , and later Ettinger studied all dicot scoring games [4] ; the dicot (all-small) normal-play games [1] , dicot misère-play [3] , Milley and Renault's dead ending misère-play games [9] , and notably Plambeck's sets of games generated via disjunctive sum from the positions of a single game [11] . All except the lastly mentioned fits well into our theory. Definition 6. A universe of games, U ⊆ Ω, is a subspace of a given combinatorial game space Ω = ((Ω, A), S, ν L , ν R , +), with
2. options closure: if A ∈ U and B is an option of A then B ∈ U;
Note that the neutral element, associativity and commutativity are carried over from the free space (Ω, A), so each universe U = (U, +) is also a commutative monoid.
The outcome function
The mapping of adorns in A to elements of S is extended to positions in general via two recursively defined (optimal play) outcome functions.
Definition 7.
For Ω a combinatorial game space, let G ∈ U ⊆ Ω and consider given maps ν L : A → S and ν R : A → S, where S is a totally ordered set. The left-and right-outcome functions
where the max L (min R ) ranges over all Left (Right) options. Denote the outcome of G by the ordered pair of left-and right-outcomes
The outcome functions turn a universe into a partially ordered monoid, and this we show in Section 2.4.
for some ℓ, r ∈ A. Therefore we may always assume that the set of outcomes is S = {ν L (a) : a ∈ A} ∪ {ν R (a) : a ∈ A}. (If the union of the images were smaller than the union of the codomains, then we restrict S to be the union of the images.) With this convention, we get the following trivial observation.
Proof. If |A| = 1 then S only contains ν L (0) and ν R (0), at most 2 values.
Note that, if |S| = 1, then play is trivial. If one component in a disjunctive sum is a purely atomic game then the outcome functions are easy to calculate. We state them for left outcomes only and it is obvious that they apply also for right outcomes.
Proof. These follow directly from Definition 2 and Definition 7.
Absolute universes
Several classes are closed under options, disjunctive sum, and conjugation. The next property is less common. Not all universes are parental, for example, normal-play impartial games, but each free space is parental (by definition). The next property, denseness, is true for most standard universes but is by no means obvious (see also Section 5.1). Definition 11. A universe U of combinatorial games is dense if, for all G ∈ U, for any x, y ∈ S, there is a H ∈ U such that o(G + H) = (x, y).
A universe that is both parental and dense has a rich algebraic structure, and moreover the theory is neutral with respect to 'winning condition', as long as each axiom is satisfied 8 .
Definition 12.
A universe is absolute if it is both parental and dense.
Order in universe
In general, two games, G and H, are equal if the both players are indifferent to playing G or H in any situation. For combinatorial games this means in any disjunctive sum. This can be extended to define a partial order on games.
Definition 13. (Superordinate order of games) Let U be a universe of combinatorial games.
If G = H then X is call a 'distinguishing' game if the outcomes of G + X and H + X are different. Definition 13 can be extended to have the distinguishing games in a sub-or super-set of U. Suppose, for example, that G, H ∈ U are Milnor type games. Then G, H could be distinguished in the general dicot universe, the guaranteed universe, or perhaps in the free space of all scoring combinatorial games, and, in general, the relation between the games is not the same. The importance of 'modulo U' will be expanded upon in Section 4. When the context is clear, however, instead of the phrase "for G, H ∈ U, G H modulo U", we often write simply "for G, H ∈ U, G H".
The next result shows that the order is compatible with disjunctive sum ('addition') so that a universe is a partially ordered monoid.
and thus, since X is arbitrary, this gives that G + J H + J.
It is possible to have quasi-identities such that X = 0 and X + X = X. Consider I, the set of impartial games with the misère-play convention. For X = * 2 + * 2 = 0, we have X + X = X. The full equivalence is related to invertibility and the proof is similar to that of Theorem 14.
Theorem 15. Let G, H ∈ U. Then, for all invertible J ∈ U,
3 Basic order in an absolute universe
The next results are technical but essential to prove Theorems 20 and 21 which are the main theorems of this paper.
Theorem 16. Let U be an absolute universe, and suppose that
Proof. Because G H, at least one of the two inequalities must hold. Without loss of generality, we may assume the first. For some game T , let
By the density of U, for every G R ∈ G R there exists
(If either G R or H R is non-empty, then the Left option 0 can be omitted.)
regardless of the existence of G R and H R . We prove the first equality, and the second is analogous. In the game G+V , Right has a move in V to G+T , so
If Right has a move in G to G R , then Left can respond to G R ′ + G R , and so
Otherwise, the equation (1) is in fact an equality (because Right's only move in G + V is to G + T ). Thus, also the second inequality holds.
In normal-play universes it is automatically true that G + ↔ G = 0 and that
To get around this problem in the other universes, the following concept, first introduced in [12] for misère games, is used. Proof. If |S| 1 then there is nothing to prove so we may assume that |S| > 1. If |A| = 1, that is A = {0}, then, by Lemma 8, |S| = 2, and so without loss of generality we may assume that S = {−1, 1}. This gives one of two cases normal-or misère-play, as displayed in the examples of universes in Section 2, and the results are known, in particular Siegel solved the case of misère-play [12, p271] .
, and so G H R .
(⇐) In this part, we will use a centralization idea. By Theorem 16, for each
and, for each H R j , we have Y * j such that
By symmetry, it will suffice to run through the argument for the inequality (2) . For all i,
For all i, let X i = X * i − a i . We know that, for all i, −a i exists, and that X i ∈ U because U is closed under disjunctive sum. Then, by Lemma 9,
for all i, where the inequality is by definition of X i and by (2) . Choose t = ∅ t | ∅ t and s = ∅ s | ∅ s with t < s. By the density property, for each i and j, we can find G R i ,(t) and H L j ,(s) so that
Because of the parental property, T ∈ Ω. Now, we will argue that G H via T . There are four cases, one for each line in the definition of T .
[1]: In the first case, we claim that
will follow by a similar argument. By the definition of s, t, it follows that o L (G + T ) < o R (H + T ).
To prove the claim, the first equality in (5) follows since there is no Left move in G. For the second equality, if Right moves in G, then Left has a response to G R i + G R i ,(t) , with outcome as in (4) . Right can play to G + t − a, which proves this case, since o L (G + t − a) = ν(a + t − a) = ν(t).
[2]: In the second case,
The first equality follows, because Left can move to
, by (9), so Left cannot do better than ν(0). The inequality is by (3). The second equality follows because Right does not have a move in H.
[3]: This argument is in analogy with the second case (by symmetry).
[4]: In case that Left has an option in G and Right has an option in H, the following centralization scheme shows all the cases.
By way of explanation, in G + T , Left can either move in G or in T and similarly, Right has two types of moves in H + T . Suppose that the best move for Left is to G L i + T and to H + X k for Right. Since
for any i and k, thus this line of inequalities is true.
From H R k + T Left has a move to
, for any j. Thus, the inequalities for the left side of the diagram are also correct. The others are similar.
Theorem 20 (Common Normal Part). Suppose U ⊆ (Ω, A) is a universe of absolute combinatorial games and let
Proof. By Lemma 18, G is linked to no H L and no G R is linked to H.
Due to Theorem 19, we have that, for all H L , there is G L such that G L H L or there is H LR such that G H LR and for all G R , there is H R such that G R H R or there is G RL such that G RL H.
Milley and Renault [9] first noted the importance of left-and right-atomic games in comparisons of games. Let us sketch some intuition before stating the main result. In misère, Left, playing first, wins a left-atomic game G = ∅ 0 | G R . In proving results, often we have to include a distinguishing game X, and study the disjunctive sum G + X. In that case, we have to deal with the waiting problem: say that Left moves to G + X L , and Right answers to G R + X L . After this sequence, maybe Left has a terrible move in G R , in particular G R may not be left-atomic. It is a kind of rebirth of possibilities: Right was waiting for an opportunity to play in G, hoping that Left would obtain new options in this game component. An example of such a game is G = ∅ 0 | 1000 | ∅ 0 , where 1000 means 1000 moves for Left (ending in a 0-adorn): in misère, Left, playing first, wins G but, if Right has the opportunity to move to 1000 | ∅ 0 , those thousand moves may not be good for Left (unless there is a similar sequence for Right in another component). This explains a usual difficulty in CGT proofs. Milley and Renault's dead-end restriction achieves some interesting results because in their restriction, the waiting problem does not exist(!). In our "Basic order" result, the Proviso concerns every situation where the waiting problem does not exist, and the Common Normal Part promises "a good response for Left to any Right move in a certain combination game (G, H)" 9 .
Theorem 21 (Basic order of games). Suppose U ⊆ (Ω, A) is an absolute universe of combinatorial games and let G, H ∈ U. Then G H if and only if the following two conditions hold
Proviso:
Common Normal Part: 
Proof. (⇒)
Consider a simplest X in those conditions and, without loss of generality, assume o L (G + X) < o L (H + X). We have three cases:
1. The game X cannot be Left-atomic since this is in contradiction with the assumption of Proviso.
Suppose
If the second holds,
Once more, this contradicts the assumption
Hence, we have shown that G H.
Absolute Universes and their Provisos
We begin by investigating how normal-play is central to our theory. Then, in Section 4.2, we study how the basic game comparison, from the last section, translates in different universes, thus obtaining a subordinate and effective game comparison.
Recall that we compare games modulo some universe U. In this section we will develop tools for interchanging comparison universes, but keeping the game trees identical, possibly apart from the adorns and at least apart from the evaluation map ν. The general question is: how does 'comparison in different universes compare' ? In this study we settle with the problem: how does comparison in normal-play compare with comparison in other absolute universes? We denote the normal-play universe by Np and sometimes index the set of adorns via A = A U to clarify that the set of adorns belong to a given universe U ⊆ Ω. Moreover, for comparison in a universe U, we abbreviate G H modulo U, by G U H.
A normal-play Order Embedding
In normal-play, X atomic implies that X is a number. By the Number Avoidance Theorem, [2] , 'never play in a number', the Proviso reduces to Although intuitively clear, we have not yet formally introduced the concept of "winning"; we note that in our notation the above statement is equivalent with o R (G − H) = +1. 11 Moreover, we may identify a game in any universe with its normal-play game tree, and play it using the normal-play convention. Formally, we use a map on the group of adorns, where each adorn becomes the trivial element; given a game G ∈ U, for each atom ∅ a in each atomic follower of G, let ∅ a → ∅ 0 . Denote this normal-play projection of G ∈ U by ξ(G) = G N p ∈ Np, and we may omit the subscript when the context is clear. (Recall also that normal-play has ν L (0) = −1 and ν R (0) = +1.)
The 'universal' aspects of normal-play may be detected in the following observation and theorems.
Observation 22. In both normal-and misère-play, let * = {0 | 0}, ↑ = {0 | * }, ↑ * = {0, * | 0} be the games where these are the literal forms (no reductions by domination or reversibility) 12 . There is an order-preserving but not an order-embedding map of misère-play into normal-play. For instance, consider D − the dicotic games with misère-play convention: {0, * | * } D − 0 and, similarly {0, * | * } = ↑ ≥ 0 in normal-play. But the opposite is not true:
Theorem 23 (Normal-play order preserving). Let G, H ∈ U, an absolute universe. If
Proof. Apply the Common Normal Part for the universe U as a strategy for Left to win G N p − H N p playing second.
We can prove a little more, in a different context than that of Observation 22, and this is an extension of ideas from guaranteed scoring games [5, 7] .
Let G ∈ Np, and let U ⊆ Ω be a universe of combinatorial games. Define the normal-play mapping ζ : Np ֒→ U as ζ(G) ≡ G, where 0 ∈ A N p becomes instead 0 ∈ A U , and as before "≡" denotes identical literal forms; the game tree and all adorns are identical 13 , but play convention and thus the surrounding context changes, i.e. the interpretation of '0' is reflected in the maps ν L and ν R for the respective universes. In normal-play if the game value is a non-zero number n, it denotes "n moves for Left" if n > 0 and otherwise it denotes "n moves for Right". If we let U be a scoring-play universe, then the n normal-play moves obviously maps to n scoring-play moves (for the same player), and so we indicate this with ζ(n) = n, if n 0, and ζ(n) = n if n 0, as not to confuse with the other type of 'numbers' in scoring-play, that is the 'scores' a = ∅ a | ∅ a . Definition 24. A universe U ⊆ Ω is horror vacui 14 if, for all games of the forms
Intuitively, if a player is faced with a position in which they have no move, they would rather 'pass' and have the other player continue than have the game finish. In normal-play, the "worst option" for a player is the empty set. In misère-play the "worst" is an infinite string of moves (which we are not concerned with here). The horror vacui universes captures the "worst option" of normal-play and, in those universes, we have an order embedding of the normal-play universe.
Theorem 25 (Normal-play order embedding). Suppose that U ⊆ Ω is an absolute and horror vacui universe. Then, the normal-play mapping ζ : Np ֒→ U is an order-embedding.
Proof. Theorem 23 holds in particular for any game G ∈ U where all adorns are 0s. Thus, we only need to prove that G ≥ H implies G U H.
First, suppose that Left has no options in H + X. This occurs when
, where evaluation is in the universe U. Now G+X = G+ ∅ x | X R ; if Left has a move in G then, in X, Right never can improve his prospects, by Definition 24, because U is horror vacui. If Left cannot play in G then the game is over and
Now assume that Left has a move in H + X, and with evaluation in U, suppose that there is a Left move,
The remaining case is that there is a Left move in H with o L (H + X) = o R (H L + X). In Np, G ≥ H, i.e., G − H ≥ 0 and so Left has a winning move in G − H L .
There are two possibilities, either
Interpretation of the Provisos in different Universes
Each universe as considered in the literature, apart from normal-play, requires a non-empty and unique Proviso.
In dicot misère-play, the cases X left-atomic and X right-atomic imply
The structure of the free misère space is not as rich as that of Np. For example, G = 0 implies that G ≡ 0 is the empty tree because, if G L = ∅ 0 , Left loses playing first in the game [13] Chap. V.6.).
For dicot scoring-play, Ettinger [4] was close but, even so, he was not able to prove the complete constructive comparison. The cases X left-atomic and X right-atomic imply X = ∅ a | ∅ a (or more generally X = ∅ ℓ | ∅ r ) and hence the Proviso only needs to consider alternating play (similar to dicot misère).
Guaranteed scoring games [5] form a happy case where we have an easy translation of the Proviso and a normal-play order embedding. The last is explained by the fact that the 'guaranteed property' is the horror vacui property in Definition 24. The Proviso simplifies [5] to the pass-allowed left-and right-scores, defined by o 
1 since the Common Normal Part is not satisfied-Left has no response to Right's move to 2. Also, • free misère space, and
• dicot scoring universe, and o(G) o(H);
• guaranteed scoring universe, and
Proof. Each item is explained in the preceding paragraphs.
Extensions of Dicot Universes
We proved the absolute order theorem for parental and dense universes. Density is a common property, but the parental property is more rare. A very natural question is "Given a combinatorial game space Ω, what are the parental universes?" The answer to that question is the purpose of this section, and we finish off by reviewing denseness properties of some standard parental universes.
Definition 27. The dicot kernel of a free space (Ω, A), D Ω , is the parental, disjunctive sum, hereditary, and conjugation closure of the set { ∅ a | ∅ a , a ∈ A}.
Note that, in general, all dicot games of a free space (Ω, A) is somewhat more than the dicot kernel, because of the games of the form ∅ ℓ | ∅ r (Ettinger studied the dicot kernel of the free space of scoring games). There will be many extensions of a kernel but no (non-trivial) restriction. Proof. Consider a parental universe U that contains D N p ∪ {G} where G is a one-side atomic game. Because Ω = Np, a one-side atomic game is a number different from zero. Therefore 1 or −1 is a follower of G. By taking the parental, disjunctive sum, hereditary and conjugation closures we have that all numbers belong to U. Finally, because in Np all atomic games are numbers, the parental closure applied to D N p ∪ D gives that Ω ⊆ U. (D is the Siegel's notation for the class of dyadic rationals, [13] .)
The proper parental universes are extensions of D Ω . It is similar to having fields between Q and R that are extensions of Q.
Definition 30. Let (Ω, A) be a free space. An extension of D Ω is the parental, disjunctive sum, hereditary and conjugation closure of the set D Ω ∪ {G 1 , G 2 , . . .}, where {G 1 , G 2 , . . .} is a set (finite or infinite) of one-side atomic games. We write D Ω (G 1 , G 2 , . . .) to designate such an extension.
Observation 31. Suppose that (Ω, {0}) is the free misère space. Then there is an infinite number of extensions between D Ω and Ω. For instance, consider 1 = {0 | } and the extension D Ω ( 1 ). We have that D Ω ( 1 ) Ω because the non-reducable game {0, 1 | } is not achieved by the closure. From a recent study [9] , it follows that the integers are incomparable, and therefore D Ω D Ω (1)
D Ω (1, 2) · · · . This means that we can have proper extensions D Ω (G 1 , . . . , G n ) of any finite number n of one-side atomic games. In fact, if we extend for all dead-end games (again, see [9] ), we still get a proper extension that is the well known class of misère dead-end games. By analogy, this behaves similarly to the extensions Q( √ 2), Q( √ 2, √ 3), . . . , and, even if we consider the complete structure of algebraic numbers, we obtain a field that, still, is not R.
Discussion of denseness
We note that each extension which comes from a dense kernel is also dense. This follows, because every kernel argument to represent an outcome class also applies to any extension. Hence each extension that comes from a dense kernel is an absolute universe. We begin by reviewing the known misère-play denseness.
Definition 32 ( [13] ). Let U be a misère-play universe. The adjoint of G ∈ U, is the game G • , given by
where G R • is the set of games of the form G R • .
Note that the adjoint G • ∈ U, if G ∈ U, and it is never atomic.
Observation 33. Given any game G in misère-play, using the adjoint G • , we get that G + G • is a P-position (that is o(G + G • ) = (−1, +1)). 16 Given any misère-play game G, it is required to find games G L , G R , G N and G P such that each outcome class is represented, that is such that o(G + G i ) = i. We already shown this for G P = G • . For G N , we take G N For the free scoring space, if a game G has Left-score ℓ and Right-score r, then G + ∅ x−ℓ | ∅ y−r gives outcome (x, y) for any x, y. We use the same idea for guaranteed scoring-play, just that in case y − r < x − ℓ we cannot use the first method since the purely atomic 'adjoint' ∅ x−ℓ | ∅ y−r is not in the universe. Therefore we use a more general idea.
Theorem 34. A parental scoring universe U is dense, and hence absolute, if A is infinite.
Proof. Let G ∈ U with o(G) = (ℓ, r), and define G • = T 1 | x − ℓ | y − r | T 2 , where T 1 < G min and T 2 > G max are threats that must be avoided, depending on depicted minimal and maximal results in G. The result holds since A is an infinite group, and since, by the parental property, every non-atomic game is in the universe.
